DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

APRIL 2012

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for APRIL 2012, the 2nd "Newsflash"-update this year!
We are very happy to present a new 10" in our Substantia Innominata-series, this time by Russian cult project LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM !
SUB-16: LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Atanimonni Aitnatsbus 10" (lim. 500 on sky-blue/white mixed vinyl)
€ 12.00
The fantastic experimental drone/ethno/trance project from St. Petersburg, Russia, with two long tracks (total 23+ min.) of stunning multi-layered compositions, using lots of detail-sounds from animals, analogue synths,
female eastern voices/singings, subtle (neo) classic harmonies, bells & gongs... hyper-dense & fluid; both tracks end up in endless grooves (of water & fire), to symbolize the connection to timeless energies; beautiful
artwork by ARTYOM OSTAPCHUCK (ZHELEZOBETON, KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK).
DON'T MISS IT !!
MAILORDER NEWS: As usual some recommendations first: we loved the limited SUNMOON CDR on Essentia Mundi named "Nightsky" (exp. ambience from Romania), the transcension nightdrones from ALIO DIE &
AGLAIA (collab CD on Hic Sunt Leones), the extreme intense apocalyptic music merging different styles from GAUCHISTE (lim. LP), impressive industrial albums by SEKTOR 304 (Portugal) and HYPSIPHRONE (Greece)
(CDs on Malignant), the great collab doCD by RLW & DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE (Auf Abwegen), and the LP by KARL BÖSMANN (with remixes on B-side) (Psych KG).
STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from (the more well known): ALIO DIE, FIRST HUMAN FERRO, KIRCHENKAMPF, MACHINEFABRIEK, HUM, STROM NOIR, MOLJEBKA PVLSE, DANIEL MENCHE,
EARTH, PSYCHIC TV, new VOD boxes (CLOCK DVA, JOHN DUNCAN), CELER, TERRA SANCTA, KRISTOFFER NYSTRÖMS ORKESTER (the following project of MEGAPTERA), limited LPD & KA-SPEL releases on
Beta-lactam, the last ever WYRM release, a new 7" series on Tourette presenting DEAD VOICES ON AIR collaborations, ANDREW LILES 7" box, COLIN POTTER CD box, two new releases on HITOSHI KOJOs
Omnimomento label, a bunch of very good new releases on the hyper-active ATTENUATION CIRCUIT label from Germany, new eMEGO releases, as usual some old goldies & re-issues, and and and........
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to
avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
BaraKa[H]
NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 23 SKIDOO - Seven Songs CD LTM Publishing LTMCD 2528 2008 re-issue of early industrial / tribal classic (and first album of 23 SKIDOO from 1982), comes with six rare bonus single tracks (taken from "Last Words"
7" (1981), "The Gospel comes to New Guinea 12" (1981), "Tearing up the Plans" 12" (1982) 14,50 www.ltmrecordings.com
2 23 SKIDOO - The Culling is coming CD LTM Publishing / Boutique BOUCD 6604 2003 re-release of this cult ritual gamelan-ambience LP from 1983, with DAVID TIBET as guest-musician. Contains 26 min. bonusmaterial, a whole unreleased session rec. in Belgium Oct. 1982 !! 15,00 www.ltmrecordings.com
3 ABBILDUNG - Endless Repetition of the same CD-R Essentia Mundi EM007 2010 "5 dark years 2004-2009" - a compilation of 13 tracks by the project of label-owner CASIAN STEFAN, showing a broad range of dark
& spacious music with dark ambient influences but also electronic & 70's cosmic stuff.. very much worth to discover! 8,50 www.essentiamundi.com
4 ALIO DIE - Honeysuckle CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 063 2011 new album from 2011 finally in stock; based on sparse Zither-sounds & loops, a very subtle ambience is transmitted that suspends time & logic.. 14,50
5 ALIO DIE / AGLAIA - Vayu Rouah CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 064 2011 epic one-tracker, broad & spacious dream-muzak that transcends time, endless washes of sound-clouds & layers.... very minimal & very complex at
the same time, on a micro-level.... perfect nightshade music... lovely album, 67 minutes 14,50 www.aliodie.com
6 APOLOGIST - We're on Vapour Cougar CD-R Essentia Mundi EM014 2009 very structured & harmonic electronic ambience, nicely arranged, by this project from Scotland; lim. 100, already sold out at the label 8,50
7 ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE JOURNEY - Cosmic Space Drone MC Beta-lactam Ring Records mt162a 2011 two tracks of distorted / low-fi / far-away space-drone / rock, based on bass, drums, synths, drowned in echoes &
effects.. feat. EDWARD KA-SPEL on 2 tracks; numbered to 50 copies only 9,50 www.blrrecords.com
8 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 72 (März 2012) mag Bad Alchemy 2012 reviews & articles: DRONE RECORDS / SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA, AUF ABWEGEN, CRONICA, MEGO, RUNE GRAMMOFON, WOLVES IN THE
THRONE ROOM, STAUBGOLD, MONOTYPE RECORDS, etc etc.. Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, gnstig & geistreich !! 3,50 www.badalchemy.de
9 BAKER, AIDAN - Oneiromancer CD Die Stadt DS 90 2006 gatefold cover, lim. 600, back in stock the single-CD version 13,00 www.diestadtmusik.de
10 BASS COMMUNION - Ghosts on magnetic tape do-CD Headphone Dust HDBCCD9 2008 re-edition with bonus remix CD by ANDREW LILES !! Oversized / heavy cardboard / gatefold-cover 16,50
11 BEHRENS, MARC - 20 Zonen CD Auf Abwegen aatp 35 2011 soundart-work for the Hessian Broadcast Company (HR2), using field recordings from the Kranichstein district in Darmstadt, Germany - such as the Brass
band of a local hunters' association, a railway museum, the centre of heavy iron research, many parks & ponds, etc.. lim. 300 12,00 www.aufabwegen.com
12 BIOSPHERE - N-Plants do-LP Biophon Records BIO6LP 2011 lim. vinyl version of last years new album. A Soundtrack to specific Japanese Nuclear Power Plants, finished about one month before the Fukushima
catastrophe happened !! 33,50 www.biosphere.no
13 BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE - Beileid maxi-CD PIAS Recordings PIASR 241 MCD 2011 CONDOLENCE; 3-track maxi-EP, which means: 37 minutes (!) long; the sister-release to "MITLEID" (compassion), with a
cover-version of a WARLOCK song 12,00 www.piasrecordings.com
14 BRUME - Zona Ventille CD Elsie and Jack #008 2001 very last copies back in stock of the lim. 100 version (numbered, with etching on jewel-case & with tissue filling) of this master-piece, the last BRUME work before
he began to record under his own name... 15,00 www.elsieandjack.com
15 BTONG - Un_btong mCDR-box Attenuation Circuit Mini Series ACM 1007 2011 6 short pieces (rather studies) of extreme manipulation from unmusical sounds, mainly human voices -> like a daring from of audio poetry
mixed with electroacoustic detailness, this presents new surrealistic paths for the great Swiss artist! Comes in mini DVD box on the excellent ATTENUATION CIRCUIT label from Augsburg, Germany 6,50
16 CELER - Evaporate and Wonder LP Experimedia Ltd. EXPLP022 2012 two new side-long pieces, masterful ethereal / deeply sunken ambience again 15,50 www.experimedia.net
17 CHAMELEONS - Strange Times CD Geffen Records GEBBD-24119 1993 re-issue of the third album from 1986 by one of the best "melancholic / atmospheric / wall-of-sound guitar-wave" bands from the UK, comes
with 6 bonus-tracks (3 from the "Tears" 12") not on the original LP-release; special priced now 10,00
18 CINDYTALK with PHILIPPE PETIT - A Question of Re-Entry 12" & SOUNDPOSTCARD Lumberton Trading Company LUMB017* 2012 collectors item! First 60 copies with sound-postcard feat. extra track, we got very
few !! First in a series of 6 mLPs / 12"es on Lumberton, two long dreamy "transcension"-ambient pieces built around (processed) piano, field recordings, electronics; we think especially the B-side is fantastic ! Full ed.
400 copies 20,00 www.lumberton-trading.com
19 CLEMENT, JODA - The Narrows CD Unfathomless U09 2011 one long hazy dronescape based on various field recordings mainly made in Canada, very complex & rich, unidentifiable & mysterious ... ninth release in
this strong series by MYSTERY SEA, dealing with "spirits of specific places"; lim. 200 handnumbered copies, beautiful full colour artwork as usual by DANIEL CROKAERT 14,00 www.unfathomless.net
20 CLOCK DVA - Horology 1978-80 6 x LP / DVD set Vinyl-On-Demand Records VOD96 2012 this box contains the first four official MC-releases that appeared on ADI NEWTONS label DVATION between 1978-1980,
plus an unreleased 12" EP from 1979 and additional archive material; very experimental stuff leading to the earliest roots of Industrial & New Wave! Comes in a finelinen Book-like Folder-Set with 36p. booklet & DVD,
lim. / numb. 600 copies, incredible artwork again !! 120,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
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21 CLUSTER - Cluster II LP + CD Lilith Ltd. LR124 2012 re-issue (original cover) of second CLUSTER-LP from 1972 (Brain) feat. DIETER MOEBIUS and JOACHIM ROEDELIUS. New liner notes by ASMUS TIETCHENS
(printed inner sleeve); on 180gr vinyl, comes now with bonus-CD of the same album !! 18,50 www.lilith-records.com
22 COH feat. LITTLE ANNIE - Yellow 7" Tourette Records tourette 024 2011 lim. 300, second part of the "We Dream in Colour" series; spoken words by LITTLE ANNIE over subtle drones & piano.. haunting stuff !
YELLOW vinyl 10,00 www.touretterecords.com
23 CREPUSCULAR - Sideral Entropy CD-R Essentia Mundi EM016 2010 dark space ambient from Argentina, extremely reverberated drone-rays create endless layers of sounds...quite massive, cosmic, maelstrom
drones with powerful downdraft... ; lim. 100, on this nice ambient label from Romania 8,50 www.essentiamundi.com
24 CRESHEVSKY, NOAH - Rounded with a Sleep CD Pogus Productions POGUS 21063-2 2012 first full-length album by this daring US-composer with 7 compositions from 2006-2011; really unusual stuff based on
instrumental and voice sources; to discover 13,00 www.pogus.com
25 DAS AUDIOVISUELLE KOLLEKTIV - Betrachtung CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACC 1001 2011 project of EMERGE, GERHARD ZANDER, and EAZY; documents a live performance of two long improvisations from June
2011 in Augsburg - manipulated sounds of breathing, pure e-bow guitar-notes, machine-like samples, deep metal drones, processed percussion sounds... nice interactions, all in crystal clear quality; comes in DVD
slimcase with colourful transculent cover 8,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
26 DAS AUDIOVISUELLE KOLLEKTIV - Verwandlung CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACC 1004 2011 recording of a 45 min live-improvisation (Zrich 2011); working together with visual artist EAZY on the theme of
"metamorphosis" 8,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
27 DAS UNPREETZISE KLANG-LABOR - Laborbedarf 2 x CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1008 2011 new project of Y-TON-G (once a half of the almost legendary PARA-NOISE TERMINAL from Hamburg) and his wife
KLIMPERLISE, forming atmospheric sculptures out of metallic & ringing sounds & drones & loops, all immersed in a large reverberating space; lots of unidentifiable "small sounds" in an aural contention; very nice and
showing a real development into new areas of sound... 10,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
28 DAS UNPREETZISE KLANG-LABOR - Laborbedarf 3 x CD-R & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1008 2011 new project of Y-TON-G (once a half of the almost legendary PARA-NOISE
TERMINAL from Hamburg) and his wife KLIMPERLISE, forming atmospheric sculptures out of metallic & ringing sounds & drones & loops, all immersed in a large reverberating space; lots of unidentifiable "small
sounds" in an aural contention; very nice and showing a real development into new areas of sound...; this is the special lim. ed. with bonus CDR in handpainted big CD-bag, lim. 50 !!! 19,00
29 DEAD VOICES ON AIR & SIMON FISHER TURNER - MzMzLaLaLa 7" Tourette Records tourette 025 / DVOA 20 series No. 1 2011 lim. 350 copies, Nr. 1 in the "DVOA 20th Anniversary series" ; a collaboration with
British musician, composer & film-soundtracker SIMON FISHER TURNER (who created the soundtracks for six DEREK JARMAN-films, like. CARAVAGGIO, THE LAST OF ENGLAND, BLUE); excellent full colour
artwork
10,00 www.touretterecords.com
30 DEEP - If you drive a Traktor CD-R Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1006 2011 the long active DEEP (working with 2 bass-guitars mainly) from Augsburg, Germany, are finally back with a nice album
ranging from ambient atmospheres through harmonic structures to earthy drone-metal spheres... much more refined and experimental as years before, recommended ! Lim. 100, special cover 11,00
31 DUNCAN, JOHN - First Recordings 1978-1985 V1.2 5 x LP & 7"-BOX Vinyl-On-Demand Records VOD94 2012 second DUNCAN box on VOD collecting all early & extremely rare Vinyl- & Tape-releases 1978-1985:
Organic 12" (the very first 12" from 1979), Creed 7", Nicki 7" (with CHRIS CARTER & COSEY), RIOT LP, Music you finish MC, Supplement MC, Move Forward MC, Brutal Birthday Soundtrack MC, Phantom MC, Purge
MC; tracks from rare cassette compilations + bonus 7" with earliest collab recordings from 1978-1979; lim. / numb. 600 copies with certificate; a must have for any fan of this legendary Noise/Experimentalist 82,50
32 EARTH - Angels of Darkness, Demons of Light II do-LP Southern Lord LORDLP149 2012 second part of the "Angels/Demons" sessions, lim. 1000 copies on purple vinyl (gatefold cover) for EU
27,50
33 EMERGE - Contrition mCDR-box Attenuation Circuit Mini Series ACM 1004 2011 two long tracks using bass & e-guitar sources to create the typical bleak EMERGE sound, here more reduced & focused & with more
attention to harmonic elements; dark electro-acoustic drone-muzak ! comes in mini DVD-box 6,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
34 FIN - Spes Phthisica 7" Catorce Index 1996 experimental / noise group from L.A. with one of their two 7"es; clear vinyl, different inlays; ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 7,00
35 FIRE IN THE HEAD - Confessions of a Narcissist CD Cold Spring Records CSR120CD 2010 overwhelming monumental industrial noise with power electronics- (spoken word material) and punk/hardcore-influences
(guitars, rhythms), the last album by this US American project that convinces with a very own authentic style - pure psychotic / catharsis noise full of tension 12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
36 FIRST HUMAN FERRO feat. ALBIREON - Prosa Profana CD Nitkie Records patch eight 2011 collaboration by the Ukrainian dark & emotional ambient project with Italian group ALBIREON, who are responsible for
spoken vocals being integrated in 10 pieces of pure atmospheric nostalgia, using lost & forgotten melodies from old Soviet songs = music of loss, yearning & sorrow, really captivating "east-European" atmospheres.. ed.
of 500 / 12 page booklet 12,00 www.nitkie.ru
37 FIVE THOUSAND SPIRITS - Towards Edentea CD Sempiterna Mutatio SM 011 2011 new album by the long existing collaboration project of STEFANO MUSSO (ALIO DIE) & RAFFAELE SERRA; more electronic &
experimental as before, a "dream-like electrostatic forest", looking for new atmospheric sound-paths.. 14,00 www.aliodie.com
38 FOVEA HEX - I:I:XII Hail Hope maxi-CD Janet Records JR005 2012 rare 2-track maxi-CD 6,00 www.janetrecords.com
39 GAUCHISTE - same LP Little Black Cloud Records LBC 005 2012 debut album of this project combining otherworldy experimental apocalyptic drones with death metal influences, super dark stuff, really surpressive
sounds!! Second edition of only 100 copies!! Like a mixture of atonal New Music as PENDERECKI or KAYN with minimal drone muzak like K ER or LOPEZ and SUNN O)))... mastered by JAMES PLOTKIN 20,00
40 HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE - Poisoned Soil LP + 12" Taiga Records TAIGA 17 2012 the long running drone/experimental solo-project of AARON TURNER (ISIS, LOTUS EATERS, MAMIFFER) with a new album after
almost a decade; feat. FAITH COLOCCIA and B.R.A.D. (MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKA); lim. 500 pressed on 200gr vinyl with printed inner sleeves... 27,50 www.taigarecords.com
41 HUM - Corona Florea mCD-R Spogha 2011 three track EP with new material by the ever mesmerizing Russian drone/ambient project & Drone Records artist; caressing sounds that surround you like a summer breeze;
handmade cover, numbered ed. of 60 copies 7,00
42 HYPSIPHRONE - And the Void shall pierce their Eyes CD Black Plague INFECT09 2011 new industrial noise project from Greece with debut-album, using elements of doom & black metal - very apocalyptic, authentic
stuff, nightmarish & cinematic, absolute mind-crushing.... highly recommended if you like it really dark, noisy & oppressive. On the sublabel of MALIGNANT Records 12,00 www.malignantrecords.com
43 ILITCH - Un Jour come tant d'autres CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt272 2011 unreleased studio & live album from 1975 by this French experimental Kraut/Cosmic/Electronic act, has been compared to CONRAD
SCHNITZLER, ASH RA TEMPLE and IGOR WAKHEVITCH; long spacious pieces with incredible electronic sounds & effects !! 14,00 www.blrrecords.com
44 JÜPPALA KÄÄPIÖ - Animalia Corolla CD Omnimomento om 04 2012 newest release by the great project of HITOSHI KOJO & CAROLE ZWEIFEL, they call it "cosmopolitan folklore music" - gaining back the sensitivity
for the animals, plants and minerals around us; very handmade felt-cover, lim. 88, fabric-pressed CD 15,00 www.omnimemento.com
45 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Pleasure Cruise through 9 Dimensions CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt266b 2011 "This is what Xenakis and Schaeffer listen to in electro-acoustic Heaven" - the L.P.D. mainman with a very
experimental, droney, soundscaping album; feat. ALENA BOYKOVA; lim. handmade art sleeve edition created by EKUL B. & ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE JOURNEY; edition of 200 copies, numbered 23,00
46 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Pleasure Cruise through 9 Dimensions LP Beta-lactam Ring Records mt266a 2011 very limited ART / VINYL edition of the new album; 150 copies only in a handmade gimmick-art sleeve by
EKUL B. & ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE JOURNEY; all hand assembled, hand printed 45,00 www.blrrecords.com
47 KA-SPEL, EDWARD & DEAD VOICES ON AIR - The Bowles given on Air 7" Tourette Records tourette 026 / DVOA 20 series No. 2 2011 lim. 350 copies, Nr. 2 in the "DVOA 20th Anniversary series" 10,00
48 KARL BÖSMANN - Levoton LP Psych.KG 051 2012 20 min. side-long title-track by this German experimental project working with only instrumental & object sources like Zither, Bow, Voice, Hammer, Ventilator,
Kettledrum, etc. creating a dense & very concrete micro-noise/dronescape that is gradually evolving... B-Side has remixes of this by ULTRA MILKMAIDS, HIROSHI HASEGAWA, and JAN V.D. DOBBELSTEEN; lim.
150 in total, colour vinyl, handprinted cover front & diverse inlays. Great record ! 18,50 www.psych-kg.de
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49 KHAN, USTAD ABDUL KARIM - 1934-1935 CD Important Records IMPREC346 2012 original Indian Music from 1934/1935 by this legendary singer who influenced artists like PANDIT PRAN NATH or LA MONTE
YOUNG; 10 tracks recorded in Bombay over 70 years ago and now restored with astonishing sound quality = timeless Drone-Ragas of great depth & grandeur; 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
50 KIRCHENKAMPF - Lowland CD-R Cohort Records CRCD 137 2010 amazing space & synth-ambient from Indiana (U.S.), dark, mysterious & minimal, using unusual sounds & drones.. comes in hand-made, handpainted & stamped gatefold vellum-sleeves... 7 tracks, 55 min. 9,00 http://cohortrecords.0catch.com
51 KOJO, HITOSHI - Omnimoment CD Omnimomento om 05 2012 collection of site-specific / object soundworks 2006-2009 for live-installations or performances; strange & animating drones & field recordings from this
Japanese Drone Records-artist (DR-100) now residing in Brussels; lim. 88 copies coming in ultra handmade sleeve & with extensive booklet 17,00 www.omnimemento.com
52 KRISTOFFER NYSTRÖMS ORKESTER - Brakehead CD Malignant Records TUMORCD25 2006 back in stock the first album, special priced now ! collab of PETER NYSTRÖM (ex MEGAPTERA) & KRISTOFFER
OUSTAD 10,00 www.malignantrecords.com
53 KRISTOFFER NYSTRÖMS ORKESTER - Overlook Hotel LP Malignant Records TUMORLP50 2011 powerful rhythmic / martial post industrial, quite massive & monumental, second album by the new project around
PETER NYSTRÖM (MEGAPTERA), a must if you love stuff like DEUTSCH NEPAL! Llim. 217 copies only ! 15,00 www.malignantrecords.com
54 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Atomic Roses LP Beta-lactam Ring Records mt262 2011 first vinyl re-issue of the famous MC release from 1982; lim. ed. 300 copies hand assembled sleeves 20,00 www.blrrecords.com
55 LILES, ANDREW - First Aid Box 4 x 7"-BOX Ultra Mail Prod UMP013 2012 4 x 7" vinyls in full colour covers in deluxe velvet box with black foil on front cover; lim. 300 with 6 colour postcards & 1 poster = ANDEREW
LILES has created a beauty & bizarre monster again ! 39,00
56 LILES, ANDREW - Muldjewangk, Morgawr & other Monsters CD Tourette Records tourette 021 2011 TIME TO MEET THE MONSTER AGAIN! Another part of the monster-series, using much spoken word & choral
material by different language speakers in a surrealistic way....weird "Alice in Wonderland" atmo... amazing, almost uncategorizable stuff... one of his best albums yet !! lim. 500 12,00 www.touretterecords.com
57 LIQUID SPHERE - Blissful World CD Doctsect Media 004 2002 nice release by this French ethno/dark ambient project sounding here very dark & isolationistic, special offer now ! 6,00
58 LIQUID SPHERE - Dots & Waves CD-R Liquid Sphere Industries LS15-0304cdr 2004 pulsating fuzz- & sphere drones, very dense.. comes special handmade translucent 3-D cover; now as special offer ! 5,00
59 LIQUID SPHERE - Gizya CD-R L.S.I. 1001CD 2001 nice release by this French ethno-ambient project using exotic field recordings & rhythmic influences, special offer now ! lim. 150 copies 6,00
60 LIQUID SPHERE - Hammer of Wisdom CD-R Liquid Sphere Industries LS16-0404cdr 2004 experimental drone ambience from France, still to discover / special offer now 5,00
61 LOCRIAN & MAMIFFER - Bless them that curse you CD Profound Lore Records PFL092 2012 CD-version of this much attention-drawing collab by Chicagos ambient noise heros LOCRIAN with MAMIFFER (project
of FAITH COLOCCIA and AARON TURNER and guest musicians) = 7 musicians in total creating a great album between dark cinematic chamber-like music & high tension-dronescapes... 14,50
62 LOON - same CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt258 2011 neo stoner-psychedelism from the U.S., slow & heavy & with female vocals, like a mixture of "BLACK SABBATH & country chanteuse NEKO CASE" (Aquarius
Records); lim. 500 13,00 www.blrrecords.com
63 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled Single Piece 3 mCD-R Buh Records BR32 2011 the missing part in the "Untitled Single Piece" series (on Drone Rec. once part 1 was released!), now released by a label from Peru as
ultra-limited (150 copies) item, with nice handmade cover 8,00 http://buhrecords.blogspot.com
64 LULL & BETA CLOUD & ANDREW LILES - Circadian Rhythm Disturbance Reconfigured CD Cold Spring Records CSR139CD 2012 re-issue of the great / rare mCDR from 2008 (LULL & BETA-CLOUD) with a
stunning subterranean drone composition; comes now with a new remix by ANDREW LILES who adds microsound / cut up details and powerful industrial effects; very much recommended if you like mysterious drones
with an industrial edge... 12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
65 LUNAR ABYSS - Aut-inJIR CD-R Biosonar^Lo-End 011-cdr 2011 live recording from Sept. 2011 (one-tracker, 69+ min.) based on multi-layered loops that go in three asynchronous directions; slowly new hypnotic
patterns arise and sink in your mind, getting more and more droney, with very trancy effect; great work again!! Comes in mega handmade cardboard box with inlays, lim./numb. 13 copies 10,00
66 LUNAR ABYSS - Aut-inJIR MC Biosonar^Lo-End 011-tape 2011 live recording from Sept. 2011 (one-tracker, 69+ min.) based on multi-layered loops that go in three asynchronous directions; slowly new hypnotic
patterns arise and sink in your mind, getting more and more droney, with very trancy effect; great work again!! Comes in mega handmade cardboard box with inlays, lim./numb. 13 copies 10,00
67 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Atanimonni Aitnatsbus 10" Substantia Innominata SUB-16 2012 the fantastic experimental drone/ethno/trance project from St. Petersburg, Russia, with two long tracks (total 23+
min.) of stunning multi-layered compositions, using lots of detail-sounds from animals, analogue synths, female eastern voices/singings, subtle (neo) classic harmonies, bells & gongs... hyper-dense & fluid; both tracks
end up in endless grooves (of water & fire), to symbolize the connection to timeless energies; lim. 500 with artwork by ARTYOM OSTAPCHUK, comes on sky-blue & white mixed vinyl 12,00
68 MACHINEFABRIEK - Veldwerk CD Cold Spring Records CSR156CD 2011 collection of rare tracks from 7", mCDRs, an audio video installation (with STEVE RODEN) and a soundtrack to a film by MAKINO TAKASHI;
excellent stuff again with a stronger focus on more experimental / noisy / field recording material 12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
69 MAGIC CARPATHIANS PROJECT - Ethnocore 2: nytu CD Drunken Fish Records DFR-48 2000 the first North-American release by this Polish group formerly known as ATMAN; experimental & spiritual ethnopsychedelia at its best; with guest appearences of SUNS OF ARQA members 15,00
70 MAGIC CARPATHIANS PROJECT - Euscorpius Carpathicus CD Obuh Records D16 2003 back in stock few copies of this rare album by the legendary Polish ethno-folk & drone-psychedelia band around ANNA
NACHER 15,00
71 MAMIFFER - Mare Decendrii do-LP Conspiracy Records CORE 101 2011 limited vinyl version of the second album by this doomy song-oriented & at times orchestral (some call it "doom-jazz") project of FAITH
COLOCCIA and AARON TURNER (HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE, LOTUS EATERS, ISIS, etc.), with guest musicians as EYVIND KANG, JOE PRESTON, and many others.. 20,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com
72 MENCHE, DANIEL - Guts CD Editions Mego emego 138 2012 GUTS is using the inner parts of a piano as only sound-source; single sounds drown into unusual drone-fields & dark reverb, you can feel almost bursting
metal & wood... four masterful tracks 15,00 www.editionsmego.com
73 MENCHE, DANIEL - Guts do-LP Editions Mego emego 138v 2012 GUTS is using the inner parts of a piano as only sound-source; single sounds drown into unusual drone-fields & dark reverb, you can feel almost
bursting metal & wood... four masterful tracks, lim. vinyl version 20,00 www.editionsmego.com
74 MERZBOW - Kibbutz LP Urashima UMA030 2012 first time re-issue of this very early MERZBOW-MC (ADN Tapes, 1983) showing a completely different MERZBOW style, highly dynamic & handplayed; white vinyl,
numbered. ed of only 199 copies, soon to be rare!! 19,50 www.urashima.it
75 MOLJEBKA PVLSE - Samudaya MC Isoramara MAGNITIZDAT 2 2012 C-60 with two long one-trackers on each side, the follower of "Duhka"; lim. 38 copies only !! 7,50 isoramara.bandcamp.com/album/samudaya
76 MOLJEBKA PVLSE & CRIA CUERVOS - Vid vägs ände CD-R Cohort Records CRCD 140 2011 first collab by the great Swedish experimental ambient project and the "archaic drone"-creator from Italy, strange &
otherwordly hallucinogenic drones at its best ! handmade cover art 9,00 http://cohortrecords.0catch.com
77 MYSTIFIED - Coming Days CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACR 1003 2011 transcendental ambience by this very active US project - slow pulses, spheric guitars, metallic drones & overtunes, synths... all well executed, one
of the best releases we know so far by MYSTIFIED and the ideal point to discover 8,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
78 NADJA - Excision do-CD Important Records IMPREC298 2012 collection of tracks from out of print vinyl & CD releases 2007-2009; two CDs for the price of one ! 13,00 www.importantrecords.com
79 NECKS, THE - Drive by CD ReR Megacorp ReRNECKS3 2003 composition from 2003, slowly evolving handplayed jazz-trance.. (one-tracker, 60+ minutes); "a steady moderate tempo piece with some beautiful floating
chords and inspired drum passages..." 13,00 www.rermegacorp.com
80 NECKS, THE - Hanging Gardens CD ReR Megacorp ReRNECKS1 1999 first album on ReR by the unique Australian ambient-Jazz combo, a long one-tracker 60+ minutes forming a highly repetitive, poly-rhythmic &
minimalistic sound sculpture... 13,00 www.rermegacorp.com
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81 NECROPHORUS - Moments of Sleeping Sadness (The early Works 1991-1992) CD Tantric Harmonies tantra x41 2008 the early beginnings by this RAISON D'ETRE side-project: re-issued tracks of the two first
demo-tapes "Sadness and Somnolence" (1991) & "The Voices of Eternity which calls for the Captives of the Time" (1992); very moody & slow moving synth-based neo-classic ambience, simple but so emotional.. 12,00
82 NURSE WITH WOUND - Creakiness and other Misdemeanours CD United Jnana UJ 2007 2012 collects the long out of print "Creakiness" LP (1991) plus other rare / out of print releases, like the "Sand Tangled
Women" 7", "Echo poeme sequence I" CDR, etc.. 15,00 www.jnanarecords.com
83 O'ROURKE, JIM - Old News #7 do-LP Editions Mego OLD NEWS 7 2012 next in the series presenting material of the experimental / electronic / droning side of JIM O'ROURKE-Vinyl only release !! 20,00
84 ODA RELICTA - Lux Aeterna CD Twilight Records TW 1.89 / GH Records GH113CD 2011 new version of a chamber requiem piece by MYKHAYIL A.SHUKH (composed 1988), arranged by OLEGH KOLYADA (FIRST
HUMAN FERRO); mournful & dramatic neo-classic with a sacral atmosphere (choirs), dedicated to all children died during the 1932/33 famine in the Ukraine; lim. 200 only 12,00
85 PITRE, DUANE / PILOTRAM ENSEMBLE - Organized Pitches Occuring in Time CD Important Records IMPREC154 2007 CD-version of this nice album in stock now; minimal classic instrumental drone pieces,
performed by an ensemble on guitars, saxophones, bass clarinet, violin, viola, cello, tone generator & pump organ 12,00 www.importantrecords.com
86 PORTER RICKS - Biokinetics do-LP Type Records TYPE100V 2012 re-issue of this classic ambient techno album from 1996 (CHAIN REACTION) by the project of THOMAS KÖNER & ANDY MELLWIG; lim. vinyl
version 24,00 www.typerecords.com
87 POTTER, COLIN - Ancient History 5 x CD BOX Ultra Mail UMP012 2012 remastered versions of 4 Cassette releases: "Again" (ICR, 1982), "Two Nights" (ICR, 1981), "Recent History Vol. 1 & 2" (ICR, 1989), plus
additional tracks from long lost compilations; this is the lim. "ART" ed. (200 x) with bonus CD containing unreleased material from the mid 80's to mid 90's and signed photo insert 47,50
88 PSYCHIC TV - Batschkapp CD Cold Spring Records CSR162CD 2012 re-issue of rare bonus-CD from the "Where you ever bullied at school" album; rec. in Frankfurt 10. Dez. 1984 10,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
89 PSYCHIC TV - Ov Power CD Cold Spring Records CSR160CD 2012 re-issue of a limited bootleg LP from 1985, rec. 16. Sept. 1984 in Hamburg, completely re-mastered; PTV on their "industrial highpoint" and maybe
most active phase, incl. "UNCLEAN", "OV POWER", etc.. feat. GPO, JOHN GOSLING (ZOS KIA), PAUL REESON and ALEX FERGUSSON 10,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
90 PSYCHIC TV - Paramartha CD Cold Spring Records CSR161CD 2012 rec. 22.Sept. 1984 in Rotterdam, so far only issued as two very limited bootlegs; completely re-mastered 10,00 www.coldspring.co.uk
91 RLW & DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE - Die Eisenbglerin do-CD Auf Abwegen aatp 36 2012 first time collaboration by these two long standing experimental projects from Germany - the purest form of
unclassifiable Anti-Muzak, not noisy at all but full of concrete sounding mysterions, both CDs (one finalized by RLW, the other by DSM) are just excellent:; lim. 300 in 12 x 12" cover 17,50 www.aufabwegen.com
92 SEEFEEL - Seefeel LP Warp Records WARPLP205 2011 vinyl version of their 2010 return-album (the first full-length since 1996), with their somehow twisted shoegazing ambient-sound, highly atmospheric and full of
trancy rhythms, strangely distorted guitars & heavenly voices; still unique ! 18,00 www.warp.net
93 SEKTOR 304 - Subliminal Actions CD Malignant Records TUMORCD53 2011 second album by this Industrial-band from Portugal with their excellent blend of powerful sludgy old school noise & doom ambience based
on bass, vocals, handplayed percussion, electronics - filled with apocalyptic Punk power - reminds on stuff like SPK, WOLF EYES, TEST DEPARTMENT, MILITIA.... simply excellent ! 12,00 www.malignantrecords.com
94 SGHOR - Reversed and uneasy old Variations in minor Scale (Ellhox Ollva Ell Ellentre Visjoux Drones) CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACR 1004 2011 melancholic / dark ambient project from Poland, to discover 8,00
95 SIGHTINGS - Future Accidents LP OurMouthRecords #25 2011 great album by this long active US band from New York City = very powerful experimental noise-rock full of hypnotizing energy and surprising
arrangements, really thrilling stuff !! 16,00 www.ourmouthrecords.com
96 SKIN AREA - Rothko Field CD Malignant Records TUMORCD52 2012 the Swedish project around MARTIN BLADH (IRM), known from two COLD MEAT INDUSTRY albums, now on Malignant! Great spheric &
visionary post-industrial with influences from noise-rock (think of SWANS) and power electronics. Very intense stuff creating often an unreal atmosphere... mastered by PETER ANDERSSON (RAISON D'ETRE) 12,00
97 SMITH, STEVEN R. - Old Skete LP Worstward Recordings wst001 2011 solo-album by this long time active guitarist and member of THUJA (also known as ULAAN KHOL and HALA STRANA) - wonderful pure &
meditative e-guitar miniatures, atmospheric and lonely, completely unprocessed and with no overdubs...very recommended if you like stuff as LOREN CONNERS or PETER WRIGHT...lim./numb. 500 14,50
98 STOREY, ROBIN & DEAD VOICES ON AIR - With an Ear and a Why 7" Tourette Records tourette 027 / DVOA 20 series No. 3 2011 lim. 350 copies, Nr. 3 in the "DVOA 20th Anniversary series" - a collaboration with
ROBIN STOREY aka RAPOON 10,00 www.touretterecords.com
99 STROM NOIR - October Reversed mCD-R Ambsine 2011 three new tracks by the awesome Slovakian guitar-drone/ambient project, pure gracious beauty-drones in the way of EXIT IN GREY or ULTRASOUND; edition
of 86 copies, numbered 6,00 www.ambsine.sk
100 SUNMOON - Nightsky CD-R Essentia Mundi EM013 2009 experimental nightshade-ambience using synths & drones, night field recordings, small concrete sounds, machine-like humming... very dense & captivating
stuff ! Project from Romania to discover, highly recommended ! lim. 60 only 8,50 www.essentiamundi.com
101 TERRA SANCTA - Sunken / Buried / Forgotten maxi-CD Malignant Records TUMORCD51 2011 this remarkable Australian dark ambient project with a three track maxi EP...objectless drone noise eruptions, very
hissy, vast, amorph... timeless maelstrom-muzak.. lim. 500 8,00 www.malignantrecords.com
102 VAN HOEN, MARK - The Revenant Diary CD Editions Mego emego 136 2012 fifth solo-album by this legendary figure of British "avantgardish" spacious Pop music (founding member of SEEFEEL, ex LOCUST,
SCALA); very trancy, dreamy, surprising arrangements & sounds.... cover-artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY 14,00 www.editionsmego.com
103 VAN HOEN, MARK - The Revenant Diary do-LP Editions Mego emego 136v 2012 fifth solo-album by this legendary figure of British "avantgardish" spacious Pop music (founding member of SEEFEEL, ex LOCUST,
SCALA); very trancy, dreamy, surprising arrangements & sounds.... cover-artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY 19,50 www.editionsmego.com
104 VAN WISSEM, JOZEF & JIM JARMUSCH - Concerning the Entrance into Eternity CD Important Records IMPREC348 2012 collaboration between the remarkable dutch "lutenist" JOZEF VAN WISSEM and
American film-maker JIM JARMUSCH (acoustic guitar, spoken word), inspired by christian mystic EMANUEL SWEDENBORG 14,00 www.importantrecords.com
105 V.A. - The Ballad of Genesis and Lady Jaye (OST) CD Sweet Nothing SNCD55 2012 soundtrack for the film of the same name by MARIE LOSIER about the art & life of GENESIS BREYER P-ORRIDGE
(THROBBING GRISTLE, PSYCHIC TV) and "his" wife LADY JAYE and their incredible "Pandrogyne" project (using sexual transformations to create a complete symbiosis with the beloved other); music by PSYCHIC
TV, THEE MAJESTY, GENESIS BREYER P. ORRIDGE & LADY J., and other collaborations... 13,00
106 WHITMAN, KEITH FULLERTON - Generators LP Editions Mego demego 024 2012 two different live-versions of "Generator", rec. Sept. 2010 in Washington DC and Brooklyn NY, based on a special concept for multilayered digital & analog modular synthesis 15,50 www.editionsmego.com
107 WILKEN, ANSGAR - Teorema 7" Happy Zloty Records 011zloty 2012 after a long time a new release on this nice DIY-label; ANSGAR WILKEN (once guitarist of ILSE LAU) shows his incredible skills playing a Cello in
a very rhythmic, minimal, repetitive way; rec live at HÖRBAR in Hamburg, April 2009 7,00
108 WYRM - Mantras for an incognizant World CD-R TOPI-Network Release # 5 2011 the last ever release of WYRM, known from the DR-99 EP on Drone Rec. - a collection of material rec. 2001-2010, feat. along with
ALLAN ZANE & LIZ LANG also PBK, VAL DENHAM, THOMAS PARK (MYSTIFIED), and others...finest esoteric ambient noise, lim. 93 copies, professionally duplicated edition 7,50 www.topinetwork.com
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